Protein G selects two binding sites for carbon nanotube with dissimilar behavior; a molecular dynamics study.
Study of nanostructure-protein interaction for development of various types of nano-devices is very essential. Among carbon nanostructures, carbon nanotube (CNT) provides a suitable platform for functionalization by proteins. Previous studies have confirmed that the CNT induces changes in the protein structure. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation study was employed to illustrate the changes occurring in the protein G (PGB) in the presence of a CNT. In order to predict the PGB surface patches for the CNT, Autodock tools were utilized. Docking results indicate the presence of two different surface patches with diverse amino acids: the dominant polar residues in the first (PGB-CNT1) and the aromatic residues in the second (PGB-CNT2) surface patch. Displacement of amino acids in the PGB-CNT2 complex occurred during the simulation and it caused an increase in its stability at the end of simulation. The amino acids' displacements diminished the PGB α-helix structure by breakage of hydrogen bonds and generated more transient structures. Principal component analysis determined that the interaction of the CNT with the second surface patch of the PGB raised the extent and modes of the PGB motions. In contrast, insignificant structural changes induced in the PGB while the CNT bonded through the first surface patch. Even though neither of the PGB-CNT complexes could prevent structural changes in the PGB, development of the PGB-CNT1 complex induce slight structural changes in its fragment of crystallizable receptor (FCR). Dissimilar structural changes induced in the PGB-CNT complexes are possibly related to various characteristics of the PGB binding sites.